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Semanticists of fiction that formulate analyses of so-called ‘contensive statements’
such as ‘In/According to The Lord of the Rings, Frodo is a hobbit’, usually treat the
‘In s’ operator (In) and the ‘According to s’ operator (Acc) on a par.

I argue that there are in fact three clusters of linguistic observations (I:
fiction/non-fiction media; II: implicit/explicit content; III: tense use) that suggest
that In and Acc require separate semantic analyses.

I propose to adopt the Lewisian possible worlds analysis for In and analyse
contensive statements with Acc as indirect speech reports.

The proposed semantic analyses provide explanations for observation I,
observation II and observation III.
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In and Acc in contensive statements

Semanticists of fiction have traditionally focussed on the analysis of parafictional statements, i.e. statements
about the content of a fictional medium. These can feature either an ‘In s, ɸ’ operator (In) or an ‘According to
s, ɸ’ operator (Acc). This observation generalizes to some other languages:

English: 1. In/According to the Star Wars saga, Luke destroys the Death Star
Dutch: 2. In/ Volgens de Star Wars saga vernietigt Luke de Death Star
Spanish: 3. En/ Según la saga de Star Wars, Luke destruye la Death Star

In providing these analyses semanticists (e.g. von Fintel & Heim, 2011) and philosophers (e.g. Zucchi,
forthcoming; Recanati, 2018; Zalta, 1983) treat the In and Acc operators on a par:

In F, ɸ iff Acc F, ɸ
In Pride and Prejudice, Darcy owns Pemberley iff According to Pride and Prejudice, Darcy owns Pemberley

To appreciate why this is wrong we have to take a broader perspective and consider contensive statements, i.e.
statements about the content of a (fictional or non-fictional) medium. These include parafictional statements
but also statements about the content of non-fictional media such as:

4. According to this newspaper article, there are protests in London
5. According to Ludwig Wittgenstein: The Duty of Genius, Wittgenstein was Austrian
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I. Fiction/non-fiction
- Contensive statements about fiction are more natural with In but can feature In and Acc
- Contensive statements about non-fiction display a strong preference for Acc

1. In the Star Wars saga, Darth Vader is Luke and Leia’s father

2. ? According to the Star Wars saga, Darth Vader is Luke and Leia’s father

3. # In Ludwig Wittgenstein: The Duty of Genius, Wittgenstein is Austrian

4. According to Ludwig Wittgenstein: The Duty of Genius, Wittgenstein was
Austrian

Qualifications:

Reports on subjective viewpoints/portrayals in non-fictional medium can
feature In

5. In Shadow, Clinton only cares about sex and golf (Zucchi, 2001)

6. # In Shadow, Clinton is the 42nd president of the U.S.
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II. Explicit/implicit content
- In is appropriate for reports on implicit and explicit fictional truths
- Acc is only appropriate for reports on content that is explicit in medium

Semanticist and philosophers of fiction generally assume that some fictional truths are
‘imported’. For instance, although the fact that water is H2O is never stated in The Lord of
the Rings (nor follows from what was stated) we assume it to be an implicit fictional truth
because it is true in the actual world and nothing in the story contradicts it.

1 In The Lord of the Rings, water is H2O

2 In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo inherits Bag End

3 # According to The Lord of the Rings, water is H2O

4 According to The Lord of the Rings, Frodo inherited Bag End

5 # According to this news report, water is H2O

6 According to this news report, there was a terrible drought
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III. Tense use
- Contensive statements with In display a preference for present tense (Cf. Zucchi, 2001)
- Tense use in contensive statements with Acc depends on the time of the events described in the
medium relative to the utterance time of the contensive statement

Contensive statements with In display a preference for present tense independently from whether the
described content includes an eventive/stative verb and independently from when the described events
supposedly take place.

1. In the Harry Potter novels, there are / ? were / # will be wizards in England

2. In the Star Wars saga, Luke destroys / ? destroyed / # will destroy the Death Star

3. In the Star Trek series, Earth colonizes / ? colonized / # will colonize Mars in the year 2103

4. In Shadow, Clinton only cares / ? cared / # will care about sex and golf

5. According to the Harry Potter novels, there are / # were / # will be wizards in England

6. According to the Star Wars saga, Luke # destroys / destroyed / # will destroy the Death Star

7. According to the Star Trek series, Earth # colonizes / # colonized / will colonize Mars in the year 2103

Tense use in contensive statements with Acc about non-fictional media display the same preferences. Tense 
use in (7) will depend on whether the news reports tells us what things are, were or will be like:

7. According to this news report there is / was/ will be a terribly drought 
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Treating “will” as a future tense marker?

In this presentation I assume a simple analysis of
“will” as marker for future tense (e.g. Kissine, 2008;
Salkie, 2010) → switches the time of evaluation

Under a modal analysis (Abusch, 1997; Condoravdi
2002; Enç, 1996) “will” still has a temporal
dimension and hence a modal analysis can also be
incorporated into my analysis.
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Semantic analysis of In
⟦In s, φ⟧ = 1 iff in all possible worlds compatible with s, φ

Lewis’ analysis 2 (Lewis, 1978)

Worlds compatible with s are worlds where s is told as known fact that are ‘closest to’
(most similar to) the community of origin’s conception of the actual world, φ

The community of origin’s conception of the actual world is based on the overt beliefs in
the community of origin.

To illustrate:

- It is true in The Lord of the Rings that Frodo lives in the Shire because worlds where The
Lord of the Rings is told as known fact are worlds where Frodo lives in the Shire.

- It is true in The Lord of the Rings that water is H2O because worlds that are closest to the
community of origin’s conception of the actual world are worlds where water is H2O. (It
was common ground in Tolkien’s community that water is H2O and nothing in The Lord of
the Rings contradicts this)
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Semantic analysis of Acc
⟦According to s, φ⟧ = 1 iff s asserts that φ

This analysis is in line with Krawczyk’s (2012) and Kaufmann & Kaufmann’s (2020) analysis of
sentences with ‘According to s’ as indirect speech reports. Anand and Korotkova (2019) argue that
the reported speaker in such reports can be a person but also an inanimate ROI subject, i.e.
repository of propositional information. Hence Acc can feature in contensive statements:

1. According to Joe, seagulls are the worst

2. According to the weather forecast, it will rain tomorrow

Two features of interest:

I. Assertions are about the actual world so use of Acc entails reporting on the medium as
non-fiction (Cf. Murday, 2010)

II. Indirect speech reports are generally not closed under entailment (see Maier, 2019).
Suppose that John says: “Mary is cool”

- John asserts that Mary is cool
- John asserts that there is at least one cool person in town
- John asserts that water is H2O

In the semantic definition above s asserts φ iff
s explicitly states φ or φ is entailed by what s states
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Why “assert”? 

It is possible to formulate the analysis with speech
verbs that are similar in meaning such as “say”. I
use “assert” because I want to restrict the analysis
to reports on speech acts that are clearly
commitment inducing (see Anand & Hacquard,
2014).

Possibly, “say” is too generic (e.g. fictional
statements or presuppositions may be said but are
not asserted). I leave an investigation into the
exact differences between “say” and “assert” to
future research.
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I. Fiction/ non-fiction
Fictional worlds and non-fictional assertions

⟦In s, φ⟧ = 1 iff in the worlds of s, φ

1. In the Star Wars saga, Darth Vader is Luke
and Leia’s father

2. # In Ludwig Wittgenstein: The Duty of
Genius, Wittgenstein was Austrian

3. In Shadow, Clinton only cares about sex and
golf

⟦According to s, φ⟧ = 1 iff s asserts that φ

4. ? According to the Star Wars saga, Darth
Vader is Luke and Leia’s father

5. According to Ludwig Wittgenstein: The Duty
of Genius, Wittgenstein was Austrian
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- When we report on the content of some non-fictional source s, we will report on the medium as telling us something
about the actual world→ Acc

- When talking about the content of a fictional medium s it is appropriate to consider what is true in the set of s worlds
without reporting on s as telling us anything about the actual world → In

- The semantic analysis of Acc suggests that Acc is appropriate for reports on fiction because it is appropriate to report on
the content of a fictional medium by reporting on it as if it asserts something about the actual world. (Cf. Friend, 2017)

- Use of In for non-fiction entails reporting on the medium as if it is fiction→ pragmatically entails distancing from reported
content



II. Explicit/implicit content
Assumptions are not asserted
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⟦In s, φ⟧ = 1 iff in the worlds of s, φ

1 In The Lord of the Rings, water is H2O

2 In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo inherits Bag 
End

⟦According to s, φ⟧ = 1 iff s asserts that φ

3. # According to The Lord of the Rings, water 
is H2O

4. According to The Lord of the Rings, Frodo 
inherited Bag End

5. # According to this news report, water is 
H2O

6. According to this news report, there was a 
terrible drought

- The worlds compatible with s are the worlds where s is told as known fact that are as similar as possible to our
conception of the actual world→ Everything that we believe to be actually true will be true in the worlds compatible with
s unless s contradicts it.

- s asserts only those things that are explicitly stated by s or follow from what is explicitly stated → Information that is
merely assumed by s cannot feature in indirect speech reports
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III. Tense use
Parafictional present and tense in indirect speech reports

⟦In s, φ⟧ = 1 iff in the worlds of s, φ

1. In the Harry Potter novels, there are 
wizards in England

2. In the Star Wars saga, Luke destroys the 
Death Star

3. In the Star Trek series, Earth colonizes Mars 
in the year 2103

4. In Shadow, Clinton only cares about sex and 
golf

⟦According to s, φ⟧ = 1 iff s asserts that φ

5. According to the Harry Potter novels, there 
were wizards in England

6. According to the Star Wars saga, Luke 
destroyed the Death Star

7. According to the Star Trek series, Earth will 
colonize Mars in the year 2103

8. According to this news report there is / was/ 
will be a terribly drought 

- Because it is true that there are wizards in England at some point on the fictional timeline of the Harry Potter novels, it is
true on distinct points on the timeline of the Harry Potter worlds that there are, were and will be wizards in England →
gnomic/generic use of present tense

- Tense use in indirect speech reports on current speech events (e.g. ‘Adeela asserts that Sara is/was/will be nervous’) shifts
depending on whether the time of the described events coincides, precedes or succeeds the utterance time of the
contensive statement



Conclusions
A uniform semantic treatment of In and Acc cannot account for three linguistic observations:

I: Preferences for using In for contensive statements about fiction and Acc for non-fiction

II: The unacceptability of using Acc to report on implicit content (whereas In is fine for implicit and
explicit content)

III: Preferences for present tense in contensive statements with In and tense use in contensive
statements with Acc depending on whether the events described by medium overlap, precede or
succeed the utterance time of the contensive statement.

The proposed analyses do account for these observations:

⟦In s, φ⟧ = 1 iff in the worlds of s, φ

⟦According to s, φ⟧ = 1 iff s asserts that φ

Further research
- Experimentally confirm the linguistic observations

- Do these observations extend to other languages?

- Relate this discussion to the literature on ‘export' of fictional truth
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Export of fictional truth
Learning real world facts from fiction

New Providence, the island containing Nassau, the capital of the
Bahamas, is a drab sandy slab of land fringed with some of the most
beautiful beaches in the world […] Bond spent the ride to the airport
reviewing the morning. (Thunderball)

→We can learn from this that New Providence is fringed with beaches but not that
Bond reviewed his morning during the ride to the airport

A possible explanation of export (e.g. Currie, 1990, García-Carpintero,
2019) is that truths that are viable for export are (indirectly) asserted in 
the fictional narrative. This suggests an increased acceptability for Acc: 

- According to Thunderball, New Providence is fringed with beaches

- ? According to Thunderball, Bond reviewed his morning during the 
ride to the airport
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